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EVERYDAY ELEGANCE
There is nothing better than a watch that never

needs to be taken off — a watch that looks good with

an evening gown, a business suit, or a pair of shorts

and flip-flops; a watch that often falls asleep on its

owner’s wrist because she doesn’t ever want to take it

off. It sounds like a tall order, but the stores are full of new

models this festive season that would look good just about any-

where. Rolex’s Oyster Perpetual Date Special Edition in white gold,

with its arabesque diamond setting certainly fits the bill. So does

Links’ Driver, with its black dial and contrasting white leather strap.

Baume & Mercier’s ladies collections fit into the “everyday elegance”

category, two favorites being the Diamant and Hampton collections in all

their gorgeous variations. Although more ladies are collecting watches, the
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majority still only own one or two, which

means timepieces that are comfortable, prac-

tical and complement any wardrobe are

always going to be a smart choice.

AFTER DARK
In the high jewelry category, the major

brands are continuing to invest in the design

and gemstone setting of some extraordinary

works of art. Piaget’s Couture Theme collec-

tion includes an original 18-carat white gold

cuff watch in the form of a corset. More than

1,500 brilliant-cut diamonds (85.8 carats) and

83 baguettes (7.4 carats) are masterfully set to

create a stunning timepiece that is elegant and

seductive. A little less elaborate, but equally

charming, is Van Cleef & Arpels’ Folie des Pres

(“folly from the meadows”), a bucolic piece of

jewelry true to Van Cleef & Arpels’ feminine

style. In fact, floral designs seemed to be quite

popular this year, with Perrelet’s Diamond

Flower and Pierre DeRoche’s Shiny Pebbles

Nacre marrying diamonds and flowers

delightfully. For those wanting a

maximum amount of sparkle,

there’s Dior’s Christal Tourbillon, with

its baguette diamonds and black sap-

phire crystals — but there are only 10 of

them available, so it’s surely going to

be a fight.

WORKOUT 
WATCHES

The sports watch sec-

tor is huge for men and it

is becoming increasingly

popular for women too,

and not only in the digi-

tal domain. Like the

men’s sports category,

there are watches that can

take an aerobics class, a

game of tennis or whitewater

rafting in their stride, and there

are watches whose appeal is more

for their fun, sporty look. In the hard-

core sports category, Adidas and Timex

would have no trouble keeping up. While

in the “sporty look” sector, the choice is

really exploding. Seiko’s Sportura is a

refined interpretation of a ladies

chronograph, available in black and

white with a screw-lock crown and

case back and water resistance to 100

meters. In a sexy all-black rendition,

there is Chopard’s Happy Black. And

for girls who are looking for some-

thing more colorful, there is Gra-

ham’s kaleidoscopic Swordfish

“Ali Baba — 1001 Nights,” with

a multitude of colored pre-

cious stones, and Omega’s

Olympic Timeless wrist-

watch with multicolored

Arabic numerals.

WHITE HOT
White watches were hot

last year and they are even hotter

this year. They go with any wardrobe

and look especially great in the sum-

mer on bare arms or flying down the

ski slopes in winter. The choice has

just exploded during the past few

years. Ebel’s latest, men’s-sized

Brasilia is specially designed for

women who love larger timepieces.

The Brasilia is set with diamonds on

the bezel and has white ceramic inserts

in the sides of the case. Alfex’s new

white Happy Moments model from its

Big Line collection presents a fun open

calendar and star seconds indicator that

add an interesting twist to this all-white

timepiece. Armand Nicolet has devel-

oped a newly shaped case for its white,

automatic TL7 that provides a 

larger face and a more comfortable fit

for women. The guilloche dial with inserted

mother-of-pearl parts and diamond dots is

particularly flattering in its stainless steel and

white alligator strap version. The sporty white

version of Corum’s Admiral’s Cup changes its

look completely. The international signal code

positioned behind the indexes provide a flash

of color that complements the white dial and

strap.

DISTINCTIVELY DIFFERENT
Redesigning time has been quite a trend

these past few years, especially in the men’s

watch arena. Think Harry Winston’s 

Opuses, Hautlence, Urwerk, Vianney Halter,

and so forth. However, watches don’t have to

lose the hour and minute hands to break

from the mold. De Grisogono and Hermes

have taken the watch off the wrist and

developed it into a necklace: De Grisogono

with a diamond-studded pendant and Her-

mes with a more understated leather neck-

lace. Legendary designer Diane

Von Furstenberg has taken a

completely different

direction with her

Sutra Diamond

collection for H.

Stern, replacing

the classic

sapphire

crystal with a

crystal cut like

a diamond.

Whereas the

majority of

brands are deco-

rating their time-

pieces with gem-

stones, Von Furstenberg
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has placed

the hour and

minute hands

inside a precious

looking stone. Gucci

continues its own style with

its new Chiodo, which fea-

tures a bracelet in the form

of the iconic Gucci horse

stirrup, providing a recog-

nizable and unique watch for

the famous fashion house. The

majority of Cartier’s novelties

are strides ahead of anything else

on the market as far as design is

concerned. However, one of the most

elegant has to be the company’s Per-

les timepiece, which incorporates

Cartier’s signature off-center dials

and unusual forms with pearls that

spin within the dial, creating

something more than distinctively

different.

MECHANICAL JEWELS
As mechanical watches have been

quickly gaining in popularity for both

sexes, many brands have been moving away

from ladies quartz watches and going in the

direction of mechanical watches. Jean-

Richard’s Bressel Lady, with its hours, minutes,

seconds and power reserve indicator, shows off its

decorated automatic movement through a sapphire crystal

case back. Leon Hatot also displays the beauty of its new mechani-

cal chronograph movement in its Heartbreaker model. The

Heartbreaker’s window in the case back is in the form of a

heart, as is the shape of the dial and the sapphire crys-

tal. Maurice Lacroix’s Starside Sparkling Date is a

newcomer to the world of ladies mechanicals,

featuring hand-decorated mechanical auto-

matic ML 127 movement with retrograde date

and moon phase indicators. This handsome

timepiece, with its purple and black lac-

quered dial, is a limited edition of 250. In

Zenith’s His for Her collection, this year

sees a new Chronomaster Moonphase

with a perpetual calendar, black dial

and diamond bezel, an ideal choice for

women who love the masculine yet

elegant look. Lastly in the ladies

mechanical round-up is the Lady

Blu Aventurine timepiece by Blu.

The mysterious aventurine dial

rotates once

around its axis

every 12 hours

and is powered 

by an automatic

mechanical move-

ment. This year two

halos of diamonds 

have been added to the

bezel and rotating inner

dial. ∂
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Jaeger-
LeCoultre’s
Reverso Squadra
Lady, with its
reversible case, is
the ideal timepiece for
women who are looking for
something elegant and yet 
decidedly sporty.
$12,500
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Sleigh bells ring,are you 

listening? The festive season is here

again and the perennial question looms:

What are you going to buy as gifts this

year?  Below is a compilation of some of

the latest luxury watches for men and

women, to give as gifts or to hint about

for yourself! In a world where time is

the greatest luxury of all, what better

present than a beautiful watch to 

celebrate this holiday season?

The Merea TriRetro Seconds
Skeleton from Milus is not only
beautiful, but also fun to look

at, with its three 20-second
counters that take turns and

jump back to zero when 
they reach 20.

$8,400

Vacheron Constantin’s 18K white gold
Kalla Lune is a  dazzling combination of

mechanical watchmaking and high
jewelry, with its 816 hand-cut and
hand-set baguette diamonds, 23 

brilliant-cut diamonds, and one rose-
cut diamond for the crown.

$780,000

The Leela Stella by
Century is named after
the Sanskrit word for
“game” and the Latin
word for “star” — what
better way to describe
this dazzling diamond
watch?
$48,500

Winter
Wonderland

By Sophie Furley

special report 
from Europa Star

A luxurious selection of timepieces 
to fill your stockings

The Angel Heart by DeLaneau is an  exquisite
technical and artistic creation. The beautifully
engraved heart opens out into a pair of angel’s
wings to reveal a seconds counter at six o’clock.

$154,000

Ladies���
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The new Patravi TravelTec FourX by Carl F. Bucherer com-
bines three time zones with four materials — palladium,
titanium, ceramics and rubber — for men on the move.

$52,900

The tourbillon of
Jean Dunand’s
Tourbillon Orbital
makes a full rotation of
the dial every 12 hours.
And if that isn’t unique
enough, each model
is one of a kind.
$386,000

Franc Vila’s 
Fva No. 1  Tourbillon

Planetaire 5 Days
Power Reserve com-

bines the highest tech-
nological movement

with an original design
and just the right
amount of bling.

$330,000

Patek Philippe’s
stainless steel

Nautilus, with its
blue/black dial
and white gold
hour markers is
one of the most
elegant ways to
take to the sea.

$23,000

Gentlemen���

Hautlence’s HL05
is built around 

the mechanical 
movement, with 

all its technical 
elements on different

levels, highlighting the
beauty of the watch’s

inner workings.
$49,000
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